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by the way, you may want to do your own research if you
want to know the facts. there are many out there who
promote braw as a new innovation. they are wrong. if

you would like to read more on this, check out these links
and articles: blackmagic raw to cinemadng blackmagic

raw to cinemadng blackmagic raw to cinemadng
blackmagic raw to cinemadng blackmagic raw to

cinemadng blackmagic raw to cinemadng braw is a
highly compressed video signal (or raw). there is no
difference than editing using lumitri color on prores.
blackmagic design must do something about this.

imagine my shock when i learned you cannot downgrade
new bmpcc4ks to use cdng either. the original release
allowed this, but black magic is no longer allowing this.
they are doing this quietly in hopes the public wont be
aware, but those of us who know better wont be fooled.

braw vs cdng is like saying. nikon is removing support for
nef and you must edit in compressed tif or jpg only.

thanks for the article btw. davinci resolve is the worlds
only solution that combines editing, color correction,

visual effects, motion graphics, and audio post-
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production all in one software tool! its elegant, modern
interface is fast to learn and easy enough for new users,
yet powerful for professionals. davinci resolve lets you
work faster and at a higher quality because you dont

have to learn multiple apps or switch software for
different tasks. that means you can work with camera

original quality images throughout the entire process. its
like having your own post-production studio in a single

app! best of all, by learning davinci resolve, youre
learning how to use the exact same tools used by

hollywood professionals!
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furthermore, braw studio is designed to be compatible
with apple final cut pro x, adobe after effects, and

davinci resolve. you can use autokroma braw studio to
import and edit raw files in all of the adobe applications.
however, you can only edit raw files in adobe premiere
pro, after effects and davinci resolve.  with braw studio,
you can import and edit bmcc4k raw files in premiere

pro. you can access all of the controls to edit the footage
in after effects, and davinci resolve. moreover, you can

view all of the footage in a timeline, and you can also use
it as a 2d timeline.  you get the source settings panel
panel where you can change the settings of your braw
clip and add all the clipping parameters without having
to open the clip in premiere pro. you can make changes

without closing the clip or changing settings. you can
also copy and paste settings between clips. also, this
new version of braw studio allows you to change the

braw settings for one clip in the panel, and those
changes will be reflected in all the other clips in your

project. if you need to change the settings of more than
one clip, you can select the clips you want to make
changes to from the media library and apply those

changes to them all. with braw studio, you can change
the settings of up to 10 clips at a time. you can also copy

and paste settings between clips. for example, if you
want to change the exposure of all your clips, you can
open the clips in premiere pro, apply your exposure

changes, and then copy the settings to all of the other
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clips in your project. you can also use the source settings
panel to change settings without opening the clips.
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